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A WORD OR TWO ABOUT OUR CAPTAINS
Better late than never comes this article about two people who are serving us members this year, and very well too, thus
far. Things may have changed in the English golf club world since last a member there but, in those now far off days, the
Mens’ Captain was the Club Captain. In this MeToo age that might not be tolerated. For my part, having been brought up
in a “Ladies first” environment, it is a pleasure to begin with a few things about Monique Peters you may not already know.
Geleen is a small town in the Province of Limburg in the Netherlands. Her arrival, the youngest of three, didn’t swell the
population much but, from the outset, she showed a determination which was rare in one so young. Her family were hard
working, encouraged independence, responsibility and openness. They did not stay in her way when an urge to travel
became clear. Monique qualified later as an Horticultural Engineer, then a Business Administrator, forever curious and
looking to learn something every day.
FMCG meant little to me until research revealed List of FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) Companies. ... FMCG includes any product with a short shelf life and typically a relatively low cost, such as soft drinks, food or toiletries. They are
typically sold at low margins but very high volumes, with a high turnover of product.
With such a choice at her disposal Monique chose to build “an enriching and intensive international career” with Mars.Inc
and Heineken Int. Within their frameworks she widened her experiences, in marketing, general management, acquisitions,
turnarounds, and world wide responsibility for innovation, a statement which comes as no surprise to us members.
Just five years ago Monique retired, to gain more freedom and to spend more time with family and friends, to travel even
more, to be in the open air instead of offices, hotels and aeroplanes. She also wanted to unlock her own creative skills, one
of which is sculpting stone which, she now claims, will be a lifetime journey.
As we all know Heineken are big golf sponsors so it is hardly surprising to learn that this persuaded Monique to take up
the game some 25 years ago. She quickly earned her handicap certificate but, like so many, found insufficient time to play
or practise.(Or practice for the benefit of the pedantic, both being correct!) Monique bought a home in La Cala in 2010
but only five years ago did she join the club and start spending more of her life here in Spain. She is now passionate about
both game and club. This being clearly reflected in her efforts this year.
Apart from golf, whilst not quite claiming to be a fitness fanatic, she is an advocate of “total body conditioning”, which
apparently involves cycling-spinning, Pilates, yoga, and the like. In this respect she is not alone. Quite a few lady members
indulge themselves similarly. It is often said that a fit body creates a healthy mind, and Monique is a good example. She
loves people who stay true to themselves whatever their background, nationality, age or gender. Honesty and open communication are important to her. Her conception of Captaincy is not as a “Boss”, dismissed as old fashioned, but more a
culture of mutual understanding and respect. “I see part of my role as being to prevent and de-escalate conflicts. To create
initiatives and the space for all to enjoy life and be happy.”
Well said Monique, and enjoy the rest of your year. There is much to come.
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Dean Moore and Monique Peters

Now it is Dean’s turn to talk a bit about himself, coming at a time when he hasn’t been able to play any golf for several
weeks, and remains in considerable discomfort. For someone who has come to live and breath golf this must be a highly
frustrating period in his life, especially in his year of Office.
Dean has always been mad on sports, going right back to his school days. Rugby union, cricket and basketball divided his
attention but soccer didn’t figure at his school. The most time he could arrange for that passion was one afternoon a week
when he was allowed to go training at Oldham Athletic FC., recently in the UK headlines. Having ascended to the heights
of international level at basketball, he combined this with senior amateur football in the Lancashire League before, at the
ripe old age of 21, in the interests of a career, he retired from sport altogether. Almost impossible to imagine?
Eventually, enticed by his company’s bankers, he discovered the game of golf. His first ever round was at Stockport GC
where, he self describes as “What a nightmare”. He claims never to have played since a course with so many bunkers(but
don’t tell Loraine, Dean.). That was about twenty years ago. Getting to 18 handicap didn’t prove too much of a problem,
but there it stayed until he came to Spain ten years ago.
He became a member of El Chaparral GC and then became friendly with Louis Lentelink who “enticed” him to join us all
here. Dean has always worked hard at his golf, hits the ball deceptively far, and has developed a short game which is the
envy of many. His handicap tumbled as a result of his efforts, taking him into single figures for a while, and also brought
him success in the Stableford League, a genuine mark of a truly consistent player. Finally, coupled with his sociability and
hard work on our behalf, came the Captaincy. We can but hope he is soon actively back in our midst once more.

ANCIENT WARRIORS RESUME BATTLE
“Our Seniors team played at Los Arqueros on 6/3 hoping to maintain their good form in the league. The forecast of rain
and wind proved to be correct, producing very challenging conditions on the tricky mountainous course.
A defeat for Roy Davies and Damien Murphy followed by the first loss of the season for Arthur O’Connor and Peter Edström left the result looking as bleak as the conditions. However a birdie on the 18th by Rob Garner gave him and Alan
Jewett a well deserved 1 hole win against the Arqueros captain and his partner, leaving it all to play for in the reverse
fixture at La Cala on 20/3.”
(Thanks to Arthur for the report and his apology for no pictures!)
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A TOUCH OF MARLENE DIETRICH
One of my late brother’s daughters hated having her photograph taken as a child but
went on to produce three children of her own who only have to hear the word camera
before conjuring up beaming smiles. After some years of trying to capture a shot of
someone who features regularly in the scoring headlines we are indebted to Loraine
Murphy for succeeding where others have failed. Chris Slattery is at last featured but
looks less than happy at being cornered by our Lady Vice Captain.
It would have been nice to have a picture when he scored a remarkable 45 points and
was cut to 3.8 last month but, beggars can’t be choosers, so we are more than happy
to welcome Chris to the photographic archives.

MONIQUE LEADS THE FIELD
Ten to ten tee off on Tuesday 5/3 on Asia, and surrounded by
female talent, Monique Peters, our hard working Lady Captain, set aside administration, concentrated on the task in
hand, a routine Stableford, and chalked up 40 points! Another 1.5 step downwards in the handicap system. A way back,
and both with 35 points, were veterans Ursula Wetzel(2nd on
handicap)and Sonya Foster, use of “veterans” being related to

experience rather than date of birth, of course.
Meanwhile, over on the male front, burly Geoff Thompson
was at it again. 36 points saw him edge out Louis Lentelink(35)
and Rob Garner(34). Geoff, who won the Mr.Consistency
award once not so long ago, is showing signs of making another bid for the title.

l/r Louis, Rob

l/r Sonya, Monique, Ursula.

BETTER LUCK THIS TIME

“Last year in March we had a visit to La Cala by Chris Slade, 14.1 hcp, and David
Dean, 5.3 hcp. from the Sunbury Golf Club, outside London. They contacted
us for a visit and Alan Jewett and myself took care of them, BUT, the golf was
hindered by heavy rain.
Chris who is the Captain of Sunbury Golf Club came back to me in January and
asked if it would be possible to re-open the question for a round of golf at la
Cala.
My answer was of course yes, and yesterday, March 13th, we played in wonderful weather and enjoyed the round. David was playing Europe for the first time
and was amazed by the quality of the course and the great variety of shots it
demanded.”
Thanks to Thomas for this little snippet of news. Always pleased to hear visitors
enjoyed themselves.
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l/r Chris, Thomas, David

THE CHANGING FACE OF EUROPA

Pondside on the 10th green

The 9th green

MIRAFLORES HOME AND AWAY
The photograph appearing a bit later is of the two Ladies teams who
did battle on the 11th and 18th and was taken in our own clubhouse after the first encounter which ended in a draw. The return
leg was lost so, to summarise, 8 points to them and just 4 for us. Carol Rees, Monique Peters, Alison Kirk and Karen O’Connor played in
both matches. Loraine Murphy & Wendy Fretwell gave way to Anne
Mills and Cathy Gulya on the away day. Conditions on the days is
unknown, and obviously there were no incidents of note. Nor is it
clear why both teams were in white at La Cala. Don’t Miraflores have
an away strip?

YOU MUST BE JOKING?
Summertime officially entered our lives at 0200 this morning, it being March
31 as we comment. Being reasonable folk we didn’t expect to have shafts of
sunshine waking us at such an un-Godly hour, but neither did we anticipate
quite heavy rain to greet us when we reluctantly left our beds in clock controlled darkness having lost an hour’s sleep due to the system. It is unlikely
that many will have been dismayed or disappointed when the Greenkeeper
decreed Europa unfit for play. Few will have been keen to don wet suits and
do friendly battle.
So, no report or results and, an unfortunate side product of the “no play”
decision, no pictures of Tuesday’s bottle winners. Perhaps we can make it up
to them in the next edition. Judi will probably be at the camera button for the next 4/5 weeks as Lilian joins me in a return
to our English home in a few days time.

GPS ON AMERICA

As promised by Management the new buggies are now fitted with a very polite and helpful system also housing remote
control of movement. No longer will players be able to ignore requests not to drive closer than 30 metres from the greens
because the buggies won’t take you there! Up on the screen comes a friendly instruction to reverse and head back to the
path. You have no choice in the matter. Sad in a way but necessary.
This note is made on Friday 29/3 which should have been an historic occasion in UK history. Politics play no part in this
newsletter but Brexit has brought little but confusion and shame.
Switching subjects quickly it can re recorded that playing this morning one heard music on the course. Even as we were
teeing off. Fierce stares and a couple of loud mumbles persuaded the culprit to turn off the portable radio in his buggy.
Whatever next?
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A DAY TO MIND WHAT YOU SAY ON

Missing the world wide “celebrations” by a day or so didn’t deter our lady members from making a real thing of the International Womens Day Bramble, held in the welcome heat on Europa, Sunday 10/3. Pink prizes were available for being nearest
the pin on all the par 3’s but simple it was not. The men all had to play those holes from the blue plates and using one of their
lady’s clubs! Added to which the ladies were allowed two Mulligans each. Not that the rules for the day were in anyway biased
you understand! Thirteen teams took part, most of them fourballs, and much fun was had by most, if not all, it being later
admitted that remembering the Mulligans was beyond some, and the available help ignored by others.
The scores were healthy and the first three teams over the line were:

1st 104 points l/r Manfred Wetzel,
Caz Rosselli, Libby Robinson, Peter
Penney.

2nd 103 points l/r Michael Kruppa,
Deirdre Whelan, Ursula Wetzel, Mike
Fretwell.

3rd 102 points l/r Rob Garner, Mark
Evans(guest), Tina Garner, Karen
Evans (guest)

Nearest the pin winners were > 3rd hole Ursula Wetzel; 9th
hole Wendy Warren(who also claimed the 10th but wasn’t
allowed two prizes); 10th hole Sonya Foster; 14th hole Jill
Davies; 16th Caz Rosselli. The Men only had one stab, at the
16th., where Mike Robbins was closest.
Appropriately the prizes included Pink Strawberry Gin and
Violet Vodka for the ladies. Blue Baltic Gin was the male reward, a choice which some might have thought a bit unkind,
it suggesting they be frozen out on the special day? But don’t
ask Damien Murphy. If we ever get to newsletter interviews,
perhaps on video, who knows, Damien would be a good
starting point.
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l/r Ursula, Wendy, Mike, Sonya, Jill, Caz.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THE GOLF?
“Double Trouble Bramble” was the name of the competition played on America Sunday 24/3 and a more apt title is hard
to imagine. More than a few members said they would not have played had they known the rules in advance. An interesting point but one not technically possible under the Sign Up system, so it is understood. Others bemoaned the bunker
punishments, the relatively lengthy set of rules, the possibility of misunderstandings, the probability of disqualification,
the need for balls to be ‘brightly coloured”, and not least the lack of need for individual participation at regular intervals,
thus leading to hold ups All this before the quite understandable length of time it took to work out the scores afterwards!
The newsletter has praised the innovative approach of the team currently in charge but, they may have now reached an
unacceptable limit. Bring back the AM/AM and Soft Bramble was heard more than once in the clubhouse after play. Poor
Loraine wasn’t helped by it being a very chilly day, with grey skies overhead eventually shedding their load.
Those obviously in favour of the format were a team containing three very experienced players and rule gurus. They came
in with an incredible field shattering score and only four debit points.

1st 127 points l/r Roy Davies, Peter
Robinson, Maddie Brooks, Alan
Jewett

2nd 107 points l/r Pat Reid, Ursula
Wetzel, Susanne Valentin, Robert
Mason.

3rd 103 points l/r Thomas Widegren, Laura Thompson, Annie
Perignon, Brian Farmer.

The day was not without amusing stories though. On the first green Pearl Fisher announced that she had no putter. She
chose to borrow one and thus got her team disqualified before they even got into a stride. Then, come the 9th., she suddenly shrieked because she had found the “missing” tool after all. Husband Mike got the blame for having “filed” it in the
wrong section, a situation for which he later refused to plead guilty.
Elsewhere will be found reference to new and friendly livestock to be found on Europa and America. So far. A very playful
fox, or vixen even, chased after Jill Davies’ ball, picked it up and dropped it in a nearby bunker. Then, intrigued by my
yellow ball, he/she perched on the crest of the bunker into which it had inadvertently gone. Sand is now deep underfoot
so getting a safe stance on an upward lie is quite demanding enough without a young and frisky animal getting all excited
less than a metre away. Every time my club moved he/she leapt in the air before me. No wonder it took me two attempts
to get back on the green stuff. Pity a video wasn’t taken. Made a change from playing midst Florida crocodiles though.
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A DAY OUT IN MALAGA CITY
Organiser, Guide, Interpreter, Vice Captain Loraine Murphy had this to report on the Ladies day trip to the historic city
of Malaga.
“Friday 29th March saw 12 ladies head into Málaga for a social day out.
There was quite a full agenda and the day started with a visit to the “Most visited multi sensory exhibition in the world”.
Van Gogh Live - The Experience is only in Málaga until June 9th and it proved to be a fabulous experience. The synchronized classical music, the giant floor and wall screens that over 3000 Van Gogh images were displayed on which almost
appeared to breathe life and allowed you to feel that you were completely immersed into the stunning images and vivid
colours.

There was also an opportunity to visit one of the brotherhoods of Málaga and view two of the stunning thrones that take
part in the Semana Santa parade on Good Friday.
The highlights included visiting the Mercado Central de Atarazanas where all the aroma of the cities fresh fruit, vegetables,
fish, meats and cheeses are found, the Antigua Casa de La Guardia - bar founded in 1840 that has not changed very much,
before settling down to enjoy a great lunch at the famous El Pimpi restaurant located beside the Roman Theatre.

The day finished with a visit to the sky high bar on the rooftop of the Málaga Palacio Hotel offering 360º views over the
city of Málaga.
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The feedback received so far suggests that it won’t be too long before another day out in Málaga is going to be on the calendar.!
Then, from the ranks, came equally welcome customer comment, for which thanks are due to Dorothee Schmidt.
“Here are my impressions about the fabulous Málaga Day Out.
We started our trip on Friday at 11:00 h at La Cala Golf; Everything was well organized,
The bus arrived on time and the driver’s speed to the second most populous city of Andalusia
was comparable to that of Louis Hamilton in Bahrain yesterday.
We started with an amazing Van Gogh exhibition, before walking some kilometres through Málaga harbour, main road and
old town. Loraine was so well prepared and explained a lot about
cultural backgrounds, architectural styles, Andalusian history and the Malagueños. We saw
places which most of us wouldn’t find by just having a private trip to Málaga. The highlight
at the end ,and a perfect spot to finish with, was a fantastic view from the rooftop of AC Hotel
by Mariott. A nice drink and some good laughs rounded off a perfect day out in Málaga.
Thanks from all participants to Loraine, who gave us an unforgettable Ladies Social trip.”

WHAT MORE COULD ONE WANT?
Next up in the March diary was the Tuesday Medal on America 12/3. Brand new buggies, complimentary bottles of water,
ever improving course, gorgeous warm weather and, in my case, the pleasure of a new member in our first out four ball.
Govind Naidu (and his wife Julie in the following team) are recent owners at Miraval, familiar with the area and the Resort
but only just getting federated. It is hoped to have more details about them for you all later in this newsletter.
It would be nice to report that we all took advantage of the conditions but such was not the case. Not even close. Apart
from Michael Costello that is, He may not finish high in the leaderboard but he will certainly be more than a few rungs
higher than Hugo Reichle, Govind and me. My cup of despair runneth over on the 12th when a decent tee shot brought
with it a painful jab and the acceptance that further participation was a no-go. The physiotherapist with whom an intensive wrestling match was held yesterday, followed by the first in a series of simple home exercises, may have been a
contributory factor!
Actually Michael Costello continued his steady form to finish respectably, but not good enough to earn an October date,
the leading three men being Peter Edstrom(71), Michael Kruppa(71 on handicap), Manfred Wetzel 72(the pills obviously
still working!).
Wendy Fretwell seldom visits without chalking up a victory and this was to be her day. A nett 71 earned her top spot, with
Caroline Bacon and Anne Mills, both 73, in second and third place respectively.

Was it something I said, asked Manfred.

Wendy & Anne
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LOS ARQUEROS SET BACK
We are again indebted to Captain/Organiser Arthur O’Connor for A LESSON QUICKLY LEARNED
Arthur continues to set a good example to his fellow captains/organisers, as the following unchanged report will illustrate. He
even added a couple of viewable photographs whichthe latest news of our Seniors.
“The Seniors suffered their first home defeat of the season going down 2-1 against a strong Los Arqueros team following a
similar result away from home. The front pair of Alan Jewett and George Kirk defeated on the last with Arthur O’Connor and
Peter Edström losing 2&1. Damien Thomas and our (nearly octogenarian) Peter Penney managing to rescue the final rubber
with a win on the last hole. “

Pictures are always welcome but such as this are a bit lacking in originality, clarity, and recognisability. One of our team together, and alone,
prior to battle might be a step in a better direction? Please.
We are happy to include after his text.
“The Seniors match against El Candado took place on the Asia course in challenging windy conditions on 27/3.
Once again our opponents were surprised by the intricacies of the Asia course after being used to the annual fixture being
played on Campo America.
The home team ran out as 3-0 winners with convincing results from Arthur O’Connor and George Kirk, and Alan Jewett and
Roy Davies being backed up with a win on the last hole by Damien Murphy and John Mills.
The interesting fact is that this was an entirely non English team. Selection being restricted to the northern hemisphere’s 3
premier rugby nations plus a token Yank!
The pictures below demonstrate not only the camaraderie between the 2 teams, despite the language difficulties, but also the
way in which the food was enjoyed by the sight of 12 clean plates!
As is the case with the Seniors team the after match festivities adjourned to the clubhouse bar, where no photographs are
permitted. As they say, what goes on tour, stays on tour!”
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY

Those Irish supporters of the William Ellis odd ball game will have been dismayed by the day’s outcome for the national team.
Although nicely timed by him Rory McIlroy’s overdue return to glory in Sawgrass will not have compensated. For those participating in our Open Competition on THE day though concentration will have been on the course, Guinness, funny hats
and green attire. Plus trying to win a prize, of course.
Management will have been pleased with the turn out one supposes? Over 100 players and lunchers, the split being just in favour of non members, but when it came to the results it was La
Cala whose name featured most near the head of the list. Just,
in the case of pole position.
Our very own Carol Rees and Sonya Foster were narrow winners with 46 points, edging out a Spanish pair on handicap.

Immediate Past Captain Thomas Widegren and Peter Penney took third place with 44 points. Also from Spaniards on handicap!
Lunch was a very traditional Irish dish known as a Colcannon, and encompassing potatoes and onions plus, a La Cala kitchen’s
variation, a surfeit of sausages, three in number it is reported. Draft Guinness flowed and later, after the prize giving, those of
healthy thirst and urge to sing, “entertained” everyone within distance and not just the players.
Our Secretary, one Geoff Thompson of generous proportions, was “choofed”(as Derek Steele might say)at winning the Best
Dressed Man title, and deservedly so. Red bearded and with a giant potato dangling on his chest, he was always the front
runner.
The full story of the day is probably encapsulated in the montage of pictures which follows.
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GOOD FUN FROM START TO FINNISH
It is not often in a cosmopolitan membership like ours that you get to play with
three people of similar nationality, as was my fortune on Tuesday 19th for the Stableford on America. Liisa Lindstrom, Seppo Jaaskelainen, and Matti Kaarnakari, the
latter here on a short visit getting home ready for the arrival of his daughter and
two month old grand-daughter! We were first off at 0930 and opened up a clear
gap ahead of a formidable foursome of ladies starting just ten minutes later. Indeed
we finnished(another play on words)in just under four hours so can at least pat our
own backs for that if not for our positions in the male leader board. Kiitos yrityksesi
ilosta!
The scores are now available and tell me that Liisa, in that quiet but focused way of
hers, was only one point away from a bottle of vino. 36 was not quite good enough
to earn a handicap reduction but was a healthy performance.
This was to be the Day of the O’Connors however, and how pleasing to see Karen
heading the Ladies with 38 points and having her handicap cut 0.8 to 22. After all
her health problems this was a great performance. No longer in green but displaying
the same form as on St.Patrick’s Day was Carol Rees, second with 37, just pipping
Isabella Rippinger on handicap.

Should have paired Carol with Louis
who followed in solitary fashion. See

Still pretending not to be on a high following Wales demolition of Ireland at the
weekend was Arthur O’Connor with the day’s best score of 39. Minus 0.8 takes him
to 11.4, a commendable level, and one of which your editor has vague memories!
Chris Slattery was second with 36, now expected of him in handicap terms, as was
Louis Lentelink, third on handicap. Mention might also be made of Peter Penney
whose own 36 saw him cut 0.4 to 19.6, a fact which will dismay him less than not
getting that bottle of wine.

A HEAVENLY DAY FOR DOROTHEE
SCHMIDT

Louis the Lonely, albeit fleetingly

She may well worry about a handicap reduction
of 3.7 – repeat 3.7 !! – but memories of her performance In the Stableford on Asia, Tuesday 26/3,
willl live forever. 43 points she assembled to finish
top lady on the day by no less than eight shots.
South Africa obviously agreed with her? Lagging
behind on 35 each were Wendy Fretwell and Loraine Murphy who was heard to bemoan a couple of unmissable putts which weren’t!
As an increasingly dark horse Seppo Jaaskelainen
was the only male to earn a reduction of handicap. 0.8 to be exact and earned by shooting 38
and now having to play off 18.8. There is nothing
dark about Geoff Thompson though. He is now
recognised as a more than useful exponent of the
game and came in with what he should bring,
namely 36 points. As did David Evans but in third
place on handicap.

FREDDIE OR FREDERICA?
A picture of our very friendly newcomer.

(ED. Regret no pictures available yet.)
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QUEEN OF THE ROLL UPS
“After a very successful few months of arranging the roll up , including the very
popular and successful Pink Day , last Thursday saw Connie’s Farewell Bramble.
This concerned a few of the ladies worried as to where Connie might be going ,
but thankfully it is only because I have arrived back in Spain and will take over
the reins.i
Connie chose an interesting format for her swansong
The best drive would be taken on all par 4s
The second best drive on all par 5s
The worst tee shot an all par 3s
2 stableford scores to count each hole
l/r Connie & Monique

22 ladies participated

My team, consisting of Ursula Wetzel, Sylvia Robbins, Loraine Enriquez Murphy and myself, were delighted to score 57 points
on the front nine and 42 on the back , 99 total , the prize was surely ours? The second highest team score was 83 points. However, Connie had a final twist in the tail and decided to award the first prize to the last placed team of Carol Rees, Dorothee
Schmidt , Paula Landsdowne and Helena Widegren with 72 points
We retired to the Podio room for drinks and a thank you presentation for Connie , where we had earlier enjoyed our weekly
Spanish class with the most delicious cakes baked by Carol Rees and Anne Mills. Connie was overwhelmed as she was presented with flowers , cards and gifts .
All of the ladies thanked Connie for the fantastic job with the Roll Up over the winter months , these past three years, but
a special thank you from me for her support. She will certainly be a hard act to follow”
(ED. Thanks to Janice Marler for this report, and good luck with your future Thursdays.)

MOTHERS’ DAY
The last minute cancellation of today’s golf may just have benefitted Mums in our midst. One can hope so. A nice lunch
with hubby instead of soggy greens. Unless he chooses the wrong restaurant? My mother died in 1993 and never got the
recognition she, and millions of others, deserved. In the main mothers are wonderful human beings.

jackperry27@gmail.com
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